
This is pages 9 – 10. It is Reflection, Honors level – curved 

mirrors 



1. In parallel, out through focus

2. Through C 

3. To vertex and out at equal angle. 



These light rays NEVER meet! They are diverging in the real 

world. 

How can they make an image if they don’t meet? Maybe 

trace them back into “mirrorland”





Virtual (because the light meets in “mirrorland”)

Upright (because it is not upside down)

Larger (than the object)

Farther (from the mirror than the object)



Object 
Distance

Image 
Distance

Image Size
Image 

Properties

do > C Closer Smaller Inverted

do = C Equal Equal Inverted

F < do > C Farther Bigger Inverted

do = F Infinite Infinite Infinite

do < F Farther Bigger Upright



 Meaning:  defect prohibits the 
mirror from focusing light to a 
precise point.

 Result: images are often blurry.

 Solution:  When the problematic 
portion of the mirror is covered, 
the image appears more 
focused



 Convex mirror – a spherical mirror that 
reflects light from its outer surface.

 Rays reflected from convex mirrors 
always diverge (do not form real 
images).

 Focus is negative



1. Size of image is reduced.

2. Image appears farther away 
(although it is closer).

That’s why side mirror on car says “Image is closer than it 

appears” due to the enlarged field of view. 



1. Size of image is reduced.

2. Image appears farther away 
(although it is closer).

3. Reflects an enlarged field of 
view.

4. Upright.



Convex lenses



Get a pencil. Make sure it’s sharp. The arrow is the object. It 

is in front of a convex mirror. We use the focus behind the 

mirror for light rays going in and out



In parallel, out through focus. Generally drawn as dotted line 

when we extend it back into “mirrorland” because light ISN’T 

actually there. 



In through focus, out parallel. Generally drawn as dotted line 

when we extend it back into “mirrorland” because light ISN’T 

actually there. 



To the center of curvature. 



Or to vertex, measure the angle above the axis, draw it at the 

same angle below the axis. 



Where the light rays meet, draw an arrow for the image. 



Virtual (because the light meets in “mirrorland”)

Upright (because it is not upside down)

Smaller (than the object)

Closer (to the mirror than the object)

ALWAYS TRUE FOR CONVEX LENSES


